Build a Strategic Educational Partnership

Talent Acquisition | Research | Economic Development | Diversity Initiatives

One of the largest, broadest, and most accomplished schools of its kind.

- Computer Science
- Informatics
- Information Science
- Library Science
- Undergraduate
- Graduate

Named a Pacesetter by the National Center for Women & Information Technology.

- 21% undergraduate female enrollment.
- Total Enrollment: 1,398 Undergraduate | 853 Graduate

Home to internationally leading research groups.

- High-Performance Computing
- Cyber-Infrastructure
- Health Informatics
- Complex Networks and Systems
- Cyber-Security
- Human Computer Interaction
- Programming Languages
- Security

138 companies recruited on campus in 2014–15.


4 of the top 5 hiring companies of full-time undergrads in 2014 were Accelerator Partners.
Preferred ($5,000)
Gifts support the general Accelerator scholarship fund.
- Participation on the Accelerator Council, an exclusive corporate leadership council
- Invitation to exclusive fall career fair reception with high-achieving students
- Special designation at SoIC career fairs
- Recognition in the School’s marketing and visual displays including career fair publications and hiring statistics handout
- Early invitation to participate in classroom employer panels
- Personal contact with select faculty members
- Insider analysis of student populations
- Contact with scholarship recipients

Premier ($10,000)
Gifts support company-named scholarships.
All of the advantages of Preferred, plus:
- Opportunity to define guidelines for scholarship distribution
- One targeted recruiting email per semester to students sent on behalf of company through SoIC Career Services (copy provided by company)
- Invitation to host a private lunch or dinner with a group of select students
- Personal contact with associate dean for undergraduate or graduate studies

Elite ($25,000+)
Gifts support a variety of lasting engagement opportunities.
Development staff will work strategically with your company to ensure your gift enriches your business goals. Elite donors receive all of the aforementioned advantages. High-impact gifts (one-time or multi-year pledges) can:
- Name spaces
- Name and endow scholarships
- Fund research
- Name and endow faculty positions

For more information on strategically investing with the Accelerator Program, visit soic.indiana.edu/accelerator or contact Gina Gallagher (812-856-1847, ggallagh@indiana.edu).